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Introduction
These guys order up hot Service Whores for room service the way most people would call the front desk
to ask for a wakeup call. If you like seeing women treated like ladies in a romantic way with obvious
care and attention to their desires then this site will make you want to cry.

Adult Review
Put simply, Service Whores is a site that depicts women as little more than appliances. The site projects the idea that getting
one of these women to suck you off should be no more complicated than doing a load of dishes or running your underwear
through the laundry.
  
  The dialogue, scene stories and on camera action all strive to create a believable look at the way life would be if men and
women all behaved according to only their most primal of instincts. If cavemen ever created a smut site instead of those lame
wall drawings, Service Whores very well may be what it would have looked like.
  
  The lighting, sound and site interface are all excellent. Service Whores also has a great mix of lesser known starlets and
seems to draw a lot of its on screen talent from Canada - if you like the Mapleleaf accent the site is even sweeter.
  
  On the downside, the site did not have a great collection of high-res pictures. The video section is solid, but id like to have
seen less screen caps and more high quality images in the pictorial galleries. The site also boasts that if you join you get full
access to 54 other sites, which is truly a lot of bonus content, but most of those other sites were slim pickings when you went
to find something top shelf to watch.
  
  Overall Service Whores is a quality site and if you are looking for this kind of smut it is well worth your adult dollars. It
does have its drawbacks but so do most websites.

Porn Summary
Hello, room service? Yes, good evening... I'd like to order the pasta, a bottle of champagne and please send up brunette
Service Whores with a nice smile and a throat that isn't sore... yet.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Let Service Whores put these girls to work for you!'
Quality: 78  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 65 Interface: 76
Support: 75 Unique: 65    Taste: 79        Final: 70
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